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PlayOpens Atty. Gen. Favors
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’College Justified To Seek
PCC Rules,’ Brown Says
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The cry is "To the %MA% we go" as Mkt Club members (iail 11,0%n the Sli.ssersciunidt ssith I’Ver3,thing
from girls to toboggan. Ron Wheeler is struggliwt to put the Kaestle skis into the ear with Janet
Van Dyke’s help, while Wally Jochert, Darlene Collins and Bob it;riekson pile a tolingelin On top.
P.M.That’s tile Ilesserschunitit underneath, not another toboggan.photo by Mary (Metz.

Snow-Clad
With Skis
Crutches
By CATHY FERGUSON
Crutches are again in style.
Can’t you feel it in your bones?
Aren’t you just dy:ng to get this
year’s cast and try out the latest
thing in crutches?
Every year at this time hundreds of SJS students get that
nostalgic ache in their patched -up
bones, grab their skis and head for
the mountains.
SNOW-ROUND
A dozen snow -crazed souls cram
themselves, skis, ski poles, ski
hoots, ski jackets, ski pants, ski
sweaters, ski goggles, ski hats, ski
mittens, ski socks, ski flasks. and
Sea and Ski into a sports car and
roar off for the slush -covered
slopes of the Sierra.
After taking rest stops, fixing
tire chains, taking rest stops,
pausing fur refrestUnoritits MAki
rest stops, seeking directions, ad
Infinitum, the eager group finally
tumbles out of the car.
The big moment is at hand.
This is what the group cut Friday classes for, saved coffee money for, and jilted the opposite
sex forall to whiz down the
mountains on two highly -polished pieces of timber over snow tinged rocks. sticks, and young
mountain goats.
WARMING MEMORIES
Oh, but it’s worth it, they tell
each other as they sit around the
fire, warming themselves inside
and out at the end of the day.
They compare notes on who has
the most bruises, the biggest cuts,
and the most interesting fractures.
BUT the real glory comes the
following Wednesday as they troop
home, tanned, battered, yet still
smiling. SJS wekomes back her
"chill-uns," as they limp in for
1030 Coop time. Once more, the
group sits in the Coop, spinning
tales of the snow-clad mountains
where man is pitted aaginst the
elements and triumphs on the
slopes

cpaPta6Pie1f4
WA(’ Lt. Barbara Bennett wit
be on campus today to talk with
women students interested in work
opportunities as officers in the
Women’s Army Corps.
U. Bennett .will be in Rm. 55
of the Education Building from
11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and in
the Placement Office. Room 235,
for individual interviews in the afternoon.
.
Wendell Watkins. 8.1S graduate,
now in charge of booking Civic
Auditorium attractions, has announced that the San Francisco
Ballet Co. will appear for a matinee performance of Tschaikowsky’s Nutcracker Ballet Doe. S.
San Jose State Faculty and staff
members will attend a California
State Employees Assn. dinner this
evening at 7 o’clock at the King
Dodo Room of the Hawaiian Gardens. Assemblymen Bruce Allen
and Clark Bradley will speak.
The Pre-Med Society will meet
tonight at 7 o’clock in the Student
Union to hear Dr. Eric Petersen,
San Jose ear, nose and throat specialist, speak about problems premed students face before, during
and after medical surgery.

Ski Club Reaches
Sixteenth Birthday
By FLO HAMILTON
SJS Ski Club has been in existence approximately 16 years, and
for the past 8 years Dr. Rocci Pisano, associate professor of biology,
and his wife, Jan, have been advisers to the club.
Dave Donoho, associate professor of art and education, has been
with the club as adviser for the past two seasons. Ski Club membership has decreased since 1949, although Wally Juchert, Ski Club
president, expects it to increase with the beginning of snow season.
In the past, the Ski Club has.
taken weekend trips to Dodge
Ridge, Soda Springs, Squaw ValIcy, Yosemite, Sugar Bowl and
Donner Ski Ranch. The club usually takes three trips a year, Juchert stated.
New yell leaders chosen WedPOT LUCK DINNER
nesday night are Barry Swenson,
A pot luck dinner will be served Bob Richards, John King
and John
Dec. 17 in the Student Union Aguiar. Dave Towle and Hick Goss
from 6 to 7 p.m. and Ski Club were selected as alternates.
will provide the main dish which
Bill Hardy, recently elected head
will be ham. The club also will yell leader, will
continue to serve,
provide milk and coffee. Those but outgoing regulars, Chuck Rigattending should bring salads, des- don, Lowell Hoy, Brent Reisinger
serts, bread. etc. Cost will be 35 and George Boynton will yell their
cents for members and 65 cents last at Cal today.
Loa gpeets td members.
Last year’s alternates Ted TerFolk dancing and recreation will zakis and Bill Moore also will
be scheduled between 7 and 8:30 yield to their replacements, effecp.m. and from 8:30 to 9 p.m. a tive Monday.
ahort business meeting will be
More than 200 persons watched
held. At this meeting two club the 18 men try out, according to
representatives to the council will Towle.
be elected.
Candidates were judged by Stu "We are looking forward to a dent Council, the four class presilarge turnout and expect to dents. and Rally Committee card
have a great deal of fun." Jock- holders.
ert said. This will he the final
Any male student with a 2.0
meeting of 1957 and those ex- grade average was eligible to try
riveting to be officers next year out.
and those intending to enter club
races must he members prior to
Chriatmas vacation.
Any student or employee of SJS 1
is eligible to join Ski Club. Memberships, which cost $5 per school

New Yell
Men Named

or in the Student Affairs Business
Office, Room 16.
Inner-club ski races are held
each winter. Men and women race
separately for trophies in the beginner, intermediate and advanced
divisions. First, second and third
place trophies are given for each
division. There is also an open race
for competition between men and
women, with three-place trophies
for winners, plus a perpetual trophy. This winter’s’ races will be
March 8 at Soda Springs.
First ski trip of the season will
be held January 10, 11 and 12 at
Soda Springs. Skiers will leave
Friday afternoon and return Sunday evening. They will stay at
lloyfkllet Lodge, dormitory style.
Second ski trip Will be to Dodge
Ridge February 21, 22 and 23. Students will stay at the Mountain
House, "one ski turn from the
tow."
FREE INSTRUCTION
The third trip will be to Soda
Springs March 7, ft and 9, and
club members Bud guests will
stay at lloyfjellet Lodge. On
each trip, free ski instruction
will he gis en by the better skiers in the club. "Von don’t have
to know how to ski to join the
club and attend the snow trips,"
Jechert pointed out.
Trips cost approximately $14.
This includes transportation, Friday and Saturday night lodging.
Saturday and Sunday breakfast
and Saturday dinner, plus entertainment.
Two SJS juniors, Ron Wheeler
and Stu Dixon run and operate the
Boreal Ridge ski tow at lloyfjellet Lodge near Soda Springs. The
tow opened last spring, and this is
their first year on a full scale production. Special tow rate for SJS
students is $1.50 per day. Regular
rate is $1.75 per day.

Skiers Name
Top Spots

Dodge Ridge and Soda Springs
rate as the two most popular ski
spots frequented by SJS students,
according to Wally Juchert, Ski
Club president.
Accommodations at Dodge Ridge
average $55 weekly and $12.50 per
person per day, and include m’eals
and lodging at the hotel or cabins,
plus free ski lessons daily.
Soda Springs offers an American plan which includes meals, and
three-room accommodations with
connecting baths for BR per person
per day. Two persons may rent a
room for $10 per day, and both
Dodge and Soda have dormitory
accommodations.
Top ski spot in the nation, Sun
Valley. Idaho, a popular resort
spot offers skiing all year around,
horseback riding, hiking, fishing
and hunting, plus winter ice-skating.
Sun Valley rates average $11
and up for a single and $18 and
up for a double. Dormitories cost
from $2 to $2.50 per person per
day. Challenger Inn charges $12 to
$14 for A single and $16 to $18
for a double.
Number 2 ski spot in the nation
is Alta, Utah, a highly rated ski
and resort area, considered an
ideal spot in which to spend a
week in the snow. Alta has three
lodges, the Alta, Rustler and Peruvian. Rooms range from $10 to
$32.
Another popular ski spot is
Squaw Valley, proposed site of the
1960 Winter Olympics. The government has already appropriated
$3000 and California $8000 for the
new ice arena, scheduled for completion by Olympics time.
Room accommodations in Squaw
Valley run $9 for a single and $12
for a double, and cafeteria meals
are available.

The curtain rises on an opening
scene of festival time in 1492 Florence tonight at 8:15 as the Speech
and Drama Department presents
ifs third play of the season, "The
World Is Round," by Armand Salacrou.
The five-day run includes performances on Saturday and Dec
12-14.
Directed by Dr. James Clancy,
the unusual play dramatizes the
moral conflict facing a people
emerging from centuries of dark
superstition into the bright
world of the Renaissance, often
exchanging their spiritual %aloes
for material ones.
"The play," lIe Clancy explained, -doe., not necessarily end in a
’solution.’ but rather an exhatistion of the conflict. The antagonisms have been demonstrated, not
resolved, for the final attitude is
frequently that, man being what
he is, there is no solution. The situation and the characters exist
and the experience of their exist awe is the purpose of the play."
The cast includes Ivan Paulsen,
Marlene Balogh, Marcia Taylor.
Phyllis Parmenter, Shirley Ahern,
Sally Cotton, Joseph Markham,
John Wilson, Richard Johnston,
Jay Michelis, Richard Rossomme,
Philip Upton, Anthony Cirone,
Charles Cook, Robert McNamara,
Wallace Landfor4, and James
Dunn. Earl Chrfstensen, as the
executioner, is a late addition to
the cast.
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By BILL GODFREY
Afty. Gen Edmund G . (Pat) Brown, Democratic candidate for
goernor of California, yesterday told The Spartan Daily by telephone
that he was in favor of a stronger football team at San Jose Sta4e.
When asked if he was familiar with the recent attempts by alumni
and booster groups to clear restrictions that would make way for a
stronger SJS football team, Brown said: "No. but I am in favor of if."
"In my experience with these young men (football players). I not
11 only appreciate then fine atilliet
abilities and sportsmanship, Nit
also their great potentialities as
outstanding citizens"

SJS Centennial flag
Missing; Search
Uncovers No Clues

P(I"REALISTIt"
Brown said that he thought the
Pacific Coast C’onference athletic
code was a "realistic" one, and
that, in his opinion. San Jose State
would be justified in seeking to
adopt PC(’ rules.
Brown also said that he would
encourage. athletii,s In all the
schools, but that be %%mail not
seek to professionalite" a (outbidl team.
said he would advocate a balance between IWO
dank. progress and athletic ’
achievement.
Emerson (Doe) /trends, Campbell businessman and chairman of
the Committee for a Progressive
Son Jose State College, said todasi
he was "disappointed" about an
editorial that appeared in the Santa Clara Journal yesterday, satirizing the committees’ effort for a
stronger 5.I8 football team.

A seen month hither to unpub!kited search for the $150 SJS
Centennial Flag has produced no
results, Joe’ H. West, Centennial
Committee chairman and dean of
education services and summer
session, reported today.
"Perhaps," Dean West declared,
"the responsible parties have been
bothered because a fuss has not
been raised about it sooner.
"We just want the flag hack,
and on a no-questions -asked basis," he affirmed, poin.ing out that
no attempts are being made to
punish anyone.
The Rev. Jim Martin, Student
The 8x12 foot, white and gold
"Y" adviser, today expressed corn- flag with blue trimming has been
’ plete satisfaction with the housing missing since last May. Byron Bolpolicy statement issued Wednes- linger, SJS supervisor of construcday by Pres. John T. Wahlquist.
tion and repair, has reported see"The statement includes all but ing it taken down from the flag- P.A. ROTARY CLUB
According to reports in the Palo
one of the recommendations made pole by two unidentified "boys."
Alto Times, Pres, John T. Wahlby
the
Social
Action
Committee
to
Robert Martin, associate dean of
Cloudiness Expected
Stanley C. Benz, dean of students, counseling, has been trying to lo- quist spoke at a meeting of the
Increasing cloudiness Is the
Palo Alto Rotary Club Mondarat
Oct. 23," the Rev. Martin added.
cate the flag, talking be fraternAiseaslusrmases leee411.104 for thia
which time he read the editorial
ities. .clubs. and other commis orNON-DIsCREWINATZ111Santa Clara Valley today.
ganizations. No additionai iutow- to kataressaa..
The
committee,
headed
by
Pat
’
at It apPearediw
NfcCienahan, realizes that the re- mation, however, has been uncov- the Santa Clara Journal yesterday,
commendation to restrict student ered
said in part:
housing to the non-discriminatory I. The flag was scheduled to serve
"Everyone knows that the
as
a
momento
of
the
SJS
Centenhouses, is impractical at present,
prestige of a college lies not with
nial,
taking
its
place
in
the
San
he stated.
Jose collection room of the SJS the achievements of its science,
College administrators have inLibrary, Dean West said. adding language or history departments
."It was no pilot error," Frank
to
any
dicated they are opposed
that the banner would he of no use hut with the win -loss record of
Williams, assistant professor of
discrimination based on race, reliIts football team.
to anyone else.
aeronautics and Flying 20 adviser,
gion or cultural background and
"The Alumni must console them"Its only value is as a symbol
concluded after investigating the
have announced householders rentof SJS achievement," he said, selves with the far less noteworthy
forced landing of a club airplane
ing to students will be informed
pointing out that It will be "great- achievement of their Nobel Prize
in a ploughed field Tuesday.
of this policy. Private housing lists
ly appreciated if the flag is re- winners who wasted their time in
The 65 HP Taylorcraft was bewill include indications of those
turned to any administrative of- laboratories and libraries when
ing piloted by Dwight Lubich, Flyaccommodations offered on a nonthey could have ham gaining...puma
fice or the Library.
ing 20 president and a private pildiscriminatory basis.
and financial reward for their
ot, when it ran out of gas, landing
schools on the gridiron. San Jose
without mishap.
ASS SUPPORTS
The Taylorcraft left with full
"It is gratifying to see that th. Poster Rules Available :-itate may well find itself PI the
same predicament some datunless
tanks and had hilt 2 .hours and 17 college administration has isstie,!
For ASB Campaigns
drastic changes are made. minutes flying time when the gas- a statement of definite policy disCandidates for student body of"It is not too late for remedy.
oline ran out, Williams explained, couraging any discriminatory pracpointing out that the gas supply tices in SJS housing," AS11 Presi- (ices should obtain poster rides Perhaps the first step would be
from the Student Union, according for the football players to organshould have lasted for another 42 dent Don Ryan declared.
minutes.
"The Student Council is confi- to Curt Loft, chief justice of Sttl ize, picket the school and demand
an election by the National Labor
The plane’s excessive use of gas- dent that the majority of students dent Court.
Relations Board."
oline was attributed to "hard use" at SJS are opposed unalterably to
Posters can he placed on campus!
and "lots of flyini; time," Williams discriminaba y practices," he conPARTIES
AGREE
Monday. Luft said, adding that 39
said.
cluded.
Arends said that he understood
student names have been approved
to appear on the ballot Dec. 12 that all parties in the controversy
had reached en agreement and
and I::
were unified in the plan to ask
State Board of Education officials
for a release from i,e Council of
.T,ODA -SpRiA/65
State College Presidents’ athletic
code.
5u(’ -COWL
Representatives of the booster
groups and Pres. Wahlquist were
to base met with Or. Roy E. Simp-.SQUAW
Cr%
VALLEY
son, State Superintendent of Pub; lie instruction, and I)r% J. Burton
Skiing weather for the coming I Vasche. Si a b. College Division
season looks "generally very favPrice head. Tuesday in Sari amento. The
//LAW-My i0111/
orable." according to Jerry
had to be post Sport I Meeting.
Sofhirc.PricaendbasMedcPhheistre’s
prediction polled because of Dr Vasche’s and.
iin various calculations and pre- den illness. No future meeting date
sinus years’ snow trends. "It looks ’ has as yet been established.
like a very wet winter," he said
"which should mean a lot of sn.,v,
However, if it’s warm, it will br
different story."
The San Francisco Weather Bureau Forecast Station predicts a gm
Try giving her
"Considerable amount of snow" 111
a nice, soft,
ma
this weekend, and reports that.
Gr
date, this year’s snowfall is lighter
intimate,
than usual, due to a three-weekl
STRAWBEllky
dry spell late In November. Four! = filmy, clinging,
REV. JIM MARTIN
... satisfied

Housing
Statement
Supported

’No Pilot Error’
In Forced Landing

’SNOW GOOD’

Wet Winter Seen;
Good Ski Weather,
S.J. Sportsmen Say
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Pictured abose are several ski areas A% hi,h are particularly popular with Man Jose students. The most frequented spots are on
Highway 40, to the north of Lake Tahoe; on Highway 50, to the
south of Lake Tahoe anti around l’osetnite National Park. All
three arra., are within as irising 111.J:due of Sian
Int by Larry Kauf

Inches of snow was reported for 11
November last year.
Two inches at Soda Springs and
three Inches at Squaw ’alley were
reported yesterday morning, as
result of Wednesday’s storm. An
8000-foot elevation reportedly is 111
covered with 20 inches of snow. is
This is* approximately the height
of Squaw l’eak, which overlooks
Squaw Valley.

gift order
from Roos.
In a gift box
of course.
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We’ll Tell the World
We’ve always been curious regarding the identity of the script
writers for such comics as Bob Hope, George Gobel and such.
However, were not at all curious about the gag man for that
new comic on the world scene, the Russian Bear. It’s fairly obvious
who is doing his joke writing. A bewhiskered gent named Uncle Sam.
Good old Uncle is an expert at telling humorous stories about
himself, not realizing that people may be laughing at him, not with
him. And naturally, the Russian jokester passes all this along.
The latest joke concerned +he launching of an earth satellite.
Seems that Uncle Sam said, "Wednesday, the United States is going
to send up a ’Sputnik’ of its own. It may be a little late, but by golly
it s going up!" So observers waited and watched. And waited and
watched. And at the end of the day, the satellite was still on the
ground, making this a type of "shaggy satellite" joke.
Now Russia has passed this story along. And the people of Ho
world laughed and remarked, "That Russian sure can tell good jokes.
Good old Sam is a funny guy. No talent, but a good guy."
The world probably would have laughed, too, if they had been
told of the Russian failures which preceded their successful satellite
(and you can figure with certainty that there were failures). But, Russia apparently is not conducting a joke session at its own expense.
*The world knew nothing about the Red satellite until it was circling
,overhead.
1
That was no joke. It (or should we say, thty) are still up there.
The satellite belonging to that funny guy with the whiskers is still
on the ground. No one had to know this.
A laugh is a good thing. But it lose.s its pleasant effect when one
side is doing all ’he laughing.
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Entered as second class matter Azil
e
24, 1934, at San Jose. Calif.. under
A. No, I don’t care. If I can give
act of March 3, I 879. Member Calder- them pleasure through my pertoenia Newspaper Publishers’ Association.
makes me happy.
Published daily by the Associated Sta.; mance, then it
dents of San Jose State College, escape What more do you want out of a
Saturday and Sunday, during the college’ party than a good time?
year with on issue during each final
Lt. When you dim!) up on the
’,Nomination period.
Kerosene stage, and took out at
Press of the Globe Printing Co.
the assemblage of college stu1445 South First St.. San Jose, Calif.
dents, exactly what Is your goal
r
Subscriptions accepted only on
meinder-of-school year basis. In fall se
in regard to this specific audlminter, $4; in spring semester. $2.
enee?
Editor......,LEIGH WEIMERS
A. A folk singer feels a certain
Business Mgr. ...LARRY KAUFMAN
Day Editor, this issue
JOHN ADAMS emotion about every song, wheNews Editor
.....
JIM DRENNAN ther it be happy or sad. When he
ADVERTISING STAFF
can see this emotion reflected in
Office Manager .Janice
Poindextet
and reactions of
Circulation Mgr.
Don Bowcutt the experssions
Distribution Mgr,
G. Allen Carrico his audience, then this is the utDean Armstrong, Jack Brotherton, Em most.
ily Dennis, Kenneth L. Dimn, Robert
Eder, Vinci Figliorneni, Jerry Gibbons.
William J. Guirnont, Joanna Hilby, Elea- 1
nor Knudtsen, Ken Lichtenstein, William 1
M. Martin Jr., Irene Sprague, Gerald
Ulrich, Diane Wiloff,
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Lola Sherman. Patricia Kelly. Bunny Roy I
binson. Robert Kuth, Estella Co., Flo
;
Hamilton,
Barbara
Ziebell, Barbara.
Grunisr, Anthony Teravidla, Bill God -1
fury, Ray larch, Conrad Mueller, John
Salandela, John Adorns, Gil Hood.
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SPARTAN
"Operation Madball"

"Most Noble Lady"
"Paris Incident"

Jack Lem. on

Kathern Grant

"Restless Breed"
Scott Brady

Anne Bancroft

"VERA CRUZ"
Gary Cooper

0
A

Burt Lancaster
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The jay cheteca4e
S.F.’s Soft Drink Night Club
presents

JAZZ SHOWCASE SEXTET
DICKIE MILLS ORCHESTRA
BOB HODES DIXIELAND BAND
Coccing Dec 20 21 22 -Woody Herman
90 MARKET STREET
LEAVE I.D. CARDS HOME

Tonight is Opening Night For . .
Salacrou’s stirring drama of
man’s spiritual struggle

THE WORLD IS ROUND
December 6, 7, 12-14

Students 50c

General Adm. $1.00
College Theatre

Cold Crisp Salads
-Imitated but never Duplicated"
"Bedroom" Available
For Private Parties

Box Office Open 1-5 Daily

19 N. Market St., CT 3-1695

C.

CLOSE COVEN onset

THIS COULD BE THE tf 1TE

bottled beverages, money, strapless
evening gowns and girls in genselves. A reporter on The Colleg- eral."
ian down at Stockton College has
Pledges, just be glad that you
written an article on the modern
not attending Fullerton Colare
college man. Here are some of the
things he has to say about the lege, The Hornet recently came
"uncouth specimen called the col- out with the welcome news: "Hell
Week, Ends Today." It scenic that
lege boy."
the sorority and fraternity pledges
"Girls love them, the public ab- have been seen on campus dressed
hors them, their buddies curse in all types of attire and performtbem, counselors brow-beat them, ing such activities as sweeping out
tteschers flunk them, and parents the patio at 7:40 a.m. while calling
instruct them to stay away from role.
. . College boys like: colAs an example, The Hornet relege girls, their buddies’ cigarettes,
ported, "Kappa ’worms’ have been
’Western’ bottled beverages, dates,
crawling around campus all week
card games, pictures of girls, col- minus makeup. They. have been
lege girls, athletics, college girls, unable to speak to boys since Hell
parties., drive-in movies. ’J.:astern’ Week started.
Men,

di/Zero:one
ciuL

EL RANCHO
’OMAR KHAYYAM"
CornI Wilde
Debra Paget
-3 FACES OF EVE"
David Wayne
Joann* Woodward
"JAMES DEAN STORY ’

Longest in Town
TURKEY
BEEF
HAM
CORNED BEEF
50c
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By CHARLENE SHATTUCK

1

Dear Thrust and Parry:
Comrades, Is must commentinte
It would be hard to think of a folk singer and not think of the
Kerosene’s Paul Thomsen. Nevertheless, of the many hundreds that on vot is being said by ASB 4407
watch Paul perform on Wednesday and Saturday nights, only a few hero, about capitalistic luxury
know Paul as anything more than a personality with a voice. It was known as "FEMALE PEOPLE’.
Great white Kurt god is hero or
with this thought in mind that we interviewed Paul.
Question: I’ve been to the Kerosene Club on many Saturday infinite wisdom; is true, what he
nights when I couldn’t .’.ear myself think, let alone you sing. Don’t you say about Thursday’s gift to man,
!
but he is not going far enough
find this quite disconcerting?
with thoughts: he has taken flashAnswer: I do find it disconcertlight Into the night, but forgot
ing, and I vidah, for the people that
batteries (vait um minute, is put would like to listen to me, that
ting batteries in der flashlight) ..
the others would respect these
wishes However, there is never a
It has been said that they of
time when I am performing- no
little minds is spending our money,
matter how disturbing the
I stealing our time, and is "verdumence might be --that there is not
ing uns."
a challenge. In effect, being able
This is not enough said --female
to give someone pleasure through
people is actually much worse
my performance.
than this -there big trouble is that
Q. Do you twIleve that your
they don’t make vit der noodle.
type of singing might someday
I say we males should revolt!
maw come bark into vogue?
Us should marching through the
singers will never
A." Folk
streets with big signs . . . "IS
achieve the height of financial
DOWN VIT DER FEMALE PEOpopularity of say rock and roll
PLE." "LOVE IS BIG LIE." . . .
because those whosincerely un"COME BACK LITI’LE SHEBA"
des-stand and derive pleasure from
. . . or better yet, is starting rea
necessarily
are
quite
folk music
bellion . . . "IS BOMBING RIO
somewhat select group.
DE JANEIRO" . . . Is must wipPAUL THOMSEN
Q. Then would you consider
ing out all female girls who draw
&Di students, the prime tahablmerit and subsidislon of folk monkeys first, then the rest . . .
tants of the club. a select group? song rangers in state colleges?
Is must remembering, THE MALE
A. I can say that those who
A. You have a good joint. Folk IS SUPREME! --Viva la Revoluhave been kind enough to take an singing is undoubtedly a great cion! Viva Zapata!Viv ... vait
interest in my performing are a se- part of college life, and to the re- un minuteis ringing der telelect group, the -same way that putation of the college itself. I phone. "Ya-- oh! is you sweete-those of us today who enjoy Elvis certainly would hate to tell my off course I love you . . a probPresley are a select group. Indi- children in years to come that I lem you have? . . . you want to
vidual tastes in music will al- attended a college that didn’t have know vhy Emc2 (????) .
ways vary.
Dan Crowl. ASS 6769.
top-notch folk singers. I think that
Q. I believe that the current
deserving young college folk singfootball controversy eoutd quite
ers should be given preferential
Janko’s
easily be ticd in with young
treatment, for example: Training
*
"yr
struggling folk song singers.
table, free guitar picks, and a creWhat are our slew’ on recruitdit card at the Kerosene Club.
SANDWICHES
tt. Don’t you sometimes won(By CONRAD MUELLER, sitting in for Randle E. Poe)

Vofj13rau *

ATE Evi0

Stockton College Reporter Blasts
’Uncouth’ Modern College Boy

AV1-4-

’:57:21.61N).

1,, Inihr.

SHOWTIMES
SPARTAN: -Operation Madbal:
6.42 . 1 2:04. ’Restless Breed,
1-42. Vera Cruz.- 10:13,
MAYFAIR: -Joker Is Wild," 8.E6:5S
"Operation Madbel
11:02. Lest complete show starts

ENTERTAINMEIVI

9:00.
EL RANCHO: "Omar Khariern."
6:46: 11:57. "Eve," 8:48. -James
Dean,- 10:19.
STUDIO: -Pal Joey," 13:15: 10.41
SARATOGA: "Could Be Nite.
7:00. 10:15. "Annie,- 8:35.
TOWNE: ’Noble Lady.- 7:15:
10:15. "Paris Incident," 8.50.
U.A. -Tin Star," 8:08; 11:23. "Hear
Me Good,- 9:58,

545 RACE ST
CY 3-9700

STUDIO
"PAL JOEY"
-STAY HERE AND KEEP
VIET A SHOTGUN TALKS
LOUDER TO A CROWD’.
*

Frank Sinatra
Rita Hayworth
Kim Novak

Switch to Shell Premium with TCP
and restore lost power while you drive!
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MAYFAIR
2 BIG ONES!

"Joker Is Wild"
Starring Frank Sinatra
plus

"Operation Madball"

Bofors MP
Microphone recording of en engine run
an competitive premium
fuel shows misfiring and
power loss.
Moyer

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
1111111111111111111tuitillIIIIII11111111111111
1111111111I111111111111111111111111,11111111111I

FOXNOW!
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HENRY FONDA
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WALLACE

716 ..Devi&

"I thought this

After 3 tnkfolt of Shell
Premium with TCP, recording shows misfiring
stopped, power restored.

was a

short-cut

SAN
plus "STOWAWAY GIRL"

to

SAN REMO’S"

We know that people want to get to SAN REMO’S, arid
they want to get there fast! Who can blame them? SAN
REMO S PIZZA IS WUNDERFUL, WUNDERFULf

pkis Hal March

"HEAllt MI GOOD"

Here’s scientific proof that Shell Premium
with TCP* restores lost engin* power.
It neutralizes deposits which can cause even
new engines to lose power in 3000 miles.

Ahm. TCP
/wawa..

WiLDE

BETSY PA LMERMICH EE RAY

Muffler Microphone
Tests show why

218 WILLOW

REMO’S
C Yr.’s

44009

Only Shell Premium Gasoline
has both TCP and TOP

OCTANE!

hers frydAark Alr
.$44
64.1Ato Ja.loyeJ bp ilkAi

snbor
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New Housing Plans
For Married Students
’Down On The Farm’

Election Set In Govt. Job Students Arrange for Weekend Ski Trips;

STANFORD - (UP)-- Stanford
University announced yesterday
that construction will begin next
year on the first phase of a program which will eventually provide housing for the families of
about 1500 married students.
The university said a $3 million
loan application had been approved
for the project which will be
financially self-supporting.
The first phase, providing 250
partments, will be completed in
time for the school year beginning
in September, 1959.

EMILY ABLETT

CYpress

"Al) persons who became state tration Building, not later th-in
employees and ’members of the !Dec. 27, 1957.
Ballots must be in the hands of
State Employees’ Retirement Systhe Secretary or State before Jan
tern before Oct. 31, can vote for ! 2 19.)8 0
be conted The re t
one of 23 candidates for electionitirement system office in Sacra to the systems’ board of adminis- mento will open ballots on Jan.
tration," Jack Firer, personnel sup- 6, Filer said.
He said that there are no candiervisor, said yesterday.
"Only one position is open on dates from the college on the
eligible list. The position open calls
the board," he said.
Filer said that ballots have been for a four year term.
sent or Issued to all SJS faculty
and employees. The certification
to vote, enclosed with the ballot,
must lie signed and turned in to
the Payroll and Personnel Office,
Room 255 of the new MminisDanforth Graduate Fellowship
applications are available in B6.
Dr. T. J. Sielaff, SJS Danforth
HUBERT ABLETT
2-6880
liaison officer, has announced,

Grads May Apply
For Scholarships

T our offered at Heavenly, Squaw Valleys

’

Weekend ski trips to Heavenly
and Squaw Valleys will be available to interested persons beginfling next Friday.
Conrad Mueller and John Wul-

zen, SJS students, have arranged
for the tours and special rates
through a. travel agency in San ’
Rafael.!
I
The Veavenly Valley tour, which
offers the best deal, according to
Mueller, costs Ca The tour in eludes modern motel lodging Fri.
day and Saturday nights, breakfast and dinner Saturday and
breafast Sunday.
Skiers will be given 50 cents off
on the tow or chair -lift Saturday
and Sunday. Weekend tourists also may sss im in the 100 degree
twimming pool.
Planned entertainment and a
party -dance is scheduled every
Saturday night. Free ski instruction is offered for beginners.
The Squaw Valley tour costs
$14 and includes lodging, tows, and
entertainment. Visitors will stay
at Kings Beach (one mile from
Crystal Ray) and must travel 25
miles to Squaw Valley.
For those interested in Heaven -

,
’

Selection is made on the basis
of academic ability, classroom personality and character, Dr. Sielaff
said, adding that applicants must
be under 30 and pursuing gradu-

ate instruction.
Students in the natural, biological and socila sciences are especially encouraged to apply, he said,
!noting that full recommendations
with applications must I* cornpleted by Jan. 31, 1958.

San Jose, California

PLANNING A PARTY?
We have a complete Ike of bakery goods

to make your party tops.
CAKES

PIES

DONUTS

COOKIES

SNAILS

CUP CAKES

ROLLS

The ward offers financial aid
according to need, with an annual maximum grant of $1400 plus
tuition for a single man and $1900
plus tuition for a married man,
with an additional stipend of $350
for each child.

18 Million Dollars

The fellowship is given for one
year with exception of annual renewal, providing graduate record
is satisfactory.

Parties are our Speciality!

Accountants Visit
FBI, See Guns
Approximtely 40 members of
Alpha Eta Sigma, accountants’
honor society, visited a public accounting firm and the Federal
Bureau of Investigation offices in
San Francisco last week.

"If it cornea from the Cottage -- It’s good to Eat!"
Baked Fresh Daily

At the firm of Ilaskins and Sells, !
visitors observed how a nationwide I
accounting firm operates. Explanations were given by public accounting firm department personnel.
Special agents of the FBI demonstrated such weapons as Magnums, tornmyguns, and tear gas
guns.

WASHINGTON - 11.1P1
The
Housing and Home Finance
Agency approved yesterday an 18
million dollar loan to the University of California for construction
of student housing at six branch
campuses.

Headquarters
for

Men’s

liriaid Chef
Lee

0,/,/11
ton & Petv Wee

Pee Wee’s Pizza
145 THE ALAMEDA
VARIETY OF PIZZAS
TABLE SERVICE
5.1.
OPEN: S p.m. to 2 Fri.
6 p.m. to 12Soo,
p.m. to 1.30 M. Th.

CY 7-5900

orocco

San Jose Group
Attends OT Meet
Miss Mary D. Booth, head ut
the Ocupational Therapy Department, and four department graduates attended the American ’Occupational Therapy Assn, conference in Cleveland, Ohio, recently
More than 700 conference delegates from 26 colleges and universities throughout the United States
attended the 40th anniversary institute conference.
The four SJS graduates were
Capt. Ihstel M. Moore, Lackland
AIR Hospital, San Antonio; Miss
Myra Tucker, Society for Crippled
Children and Adult s, Oakland:
Miss Myra Greenberg, United
Cerebral Palsy of Cincinnati, Inc
and U. Phyllis A. I.udine, 0 T.
Section, Travis AFB.

SANTA CLARA
SPORT SHOP
Skis
Poles
Boots
Pants
Parkas

SALES
AND
RENTALS
ON ALL
EQUIPMENT

All Accessories

Auditions for Soph-Frosh Mixer ,
entertainment will be held Monday afternoon at 4:30 in Morris
Dailey Auditorium, Denise Williams. entertainment committee!
chairman announced.
The committee is looking for ,
a variety of acts which will be!
tied together into a show featuring I
a suprise theme,

7PkizAShito

ly Valley, there is also a special Mueller or Wulzen ICY 7-7886 or
Monday through Firday trip cost- CY 7-0K11 I at least eight days in
ing Si415. This price includes free ! ads ranee Those attendAg a ill be
tows and chair-lift every day, plus required to pay $10 one %seek prior
lodging and meals. Also included ,to the date of the trip and will
in the cost is one free b ki lesson pay the n..it the loarnsing WednesIrons Stein Eriksen Ski School day.
every day and swimming.
Tours will run until the close!
Coffee Dote?
of the snow season and are openi
to anyone. No minimum amount Of
DIERKS DONUTS
persons are needed fur the trips
which are scheduled every weekend. "We arrange transportation
370 AUZERAIS STREET
via car." Mueller said, "an skiers
pay $3 per head for a round trip."
Those planning to participate In
the tours should give notice to

PATRONIZE YOUR
ADVERTISERS

4805 IL CAMINO, SANTA CLARA
SOUP DU JOUR FAMILY BOWL

SMORGASBORD

A111-111117
SALAD BOWL

DINNER

MIXED FRESH GARDEN GREEN VEGETABLES
HOT MUFFINS AND HONEY
CHEF’S SPECIAL DRESSING
DESERT
COFFEE
$1 95
We Cater T. 1.nquett
DANCING

BIER GARDEN

DANCING

LOVE IN THE LAUNDRY

Mixer Auditions

RAPPORT’S

SPAISTAN DAILY-3
Friday December 6, 1957

Student Rates
on

Rentals

SANTA CLARA SPORT SHOP
1485 FRANKLIN STREET

AX 6-2820

Last month we got the following letter:
Dear Van Ii, usen, you rats:
Thanks macho fur breaking up
the hottest romance since Scark I
and Rhea. Me and Laundry
Mark r.428Fy might be honeymooning in Palm Beach today
if it wasn’t for your so-called
smart ideas. Go shoot yourselves
in your ulcers. Respectfully
yours, Dorothea Jomes.
We tracked down the story
behind it. and found that Mies
Jomes worked a steam -iron at
the Acme Laundry in East pox,
N. J. Last year, while ironing
a shirt belonging to Laundry
Mark x428P’y, she had noticed
a small piece of paper protruding from the slut on the
collar. Curious, site pulled it
out and read: "Whoever you
are, I love the way you press
my shirts. I think I may love
you too. Interested?" She
blushed, but daringly wrote
her answer -- "Interested,
sorts," and slipped it in the
collar-slot. Ten days later came
another shirt from x428ry
and, sure enough, another
note: "If you can cook like you

can write I may be smitten
beyond recall. Fascinated?"
This time she almost swooned,
and wrote back, "Wow, am I!"
Anyhow, note followed hot
note and Miss Jomes began
thinking of turning in her
steam iron for a marriage manual. Until one day tragedy
struck. 54281)’ ’s shirts arrived
as usual, but when Miss James
turned to the slot she found
it sewn -up. Frantic, she tried
to rip it open. No luck. She
could feel something thin inside, but she couldn’t get to
it,. And that’s how it’s been
ever since!
You see, x428Fy had switched to Blutless Van Heusen
Collarite shirts ’wit h srten-in
stays! You should, too! These
micro-thin stays can’t get lost,
keep your collar flat, and
launder with your shirt !Specify Collarite next time.
And don’t feel had about
Miss Jomes. She took her unhappiness out in hard work
arid was promoted to assistant
manager. We expect a thank you note from her any day.

Children’s

Women’s

Test your
personality power

SKI
CLOTHES

IYOu’re as Jun \
, as you feel! ,
1. Do you let the opposite sex make up your mind for you
when you’re buying clothes?

YES

NO

2. Do you always ask to see the menu, even when you
know what you want?
3. Do you choose your brand of cigarettes because of the
package, rather than what’s inside’
4. Do you agree that "The hand that rocks the cradle is
the hand that rules the world"?

SKI BOOTS
SKI

PANTS
SKI

--=

5. Do you look upon the sports car craze as kid stuff?

PARKAS
6. Do you consider puns the lowest form of humor?

SKI SWEATERS

7. Do you disagree with this statement. "The best tobacco
makes the best smoke"?

SKI CAPS
SKI GLOVES
SOCKS &

UNDERWEAR

"Everything But The Skis"

ENTER
WHITE STAG
SKI VACATION CONTEST
WIN a two-week expense -paid skiing vacation for two at
famous resorts of four European ski nations! Fly round-trip
via Pan American World Airways!
ENTRY BLANKS AVAILABLE AT:

R APPORT’S
241 S. FIRST ST.

CY 2-4014

8. Do you think TV will ever replace bundling as an
indoor sport?

WIN $25 CASH!
Dream up your own
questions tor future
’Personality Power ’
quizzes. We’ll pay $75
for each question used
in this college ad campaign. Send questions
with name, address,
college and class to,
Camel Quiz, Box 1935,
Grand Central Station,
New York 17, N. Y.

If you answered "No" to all questions, you obviously smoke Camels a real cigarette. Only 6 or
7 "No" answers mean you better get onto Camels
fast. Fewer than 6 "No’s" and it really doesn’t
matter what you smoke. Anyth ing’s good enough !

But if you want to enjoy smoking as never be-

fore, switch to Camels. You’ll find nothing else
tastes so rich, smokes so good and mild. Could
be that’s why more people today smoke Camels
than any other cigarette. Love that Camel!

Have a real cigarette- have a

Camel

Spartan Cagers Meet Cal Bears Tonight
McPherson Looks
For Improvement

cpartatt cpoptd

4%1ARTAN DAlL
By RANDIE E. POE
FndaY Dmembel 6 1
Two unbeaten quintets, San Jose State and Cal, get together in
Berkeley at 8 tonight.
At 5:55 p.m., Stu Inman’s Spartan frosh five clashes with the
baby Bears.
SJS hacked out an unscientific 67-56 win over hustling San Francisco Stahe Tuesday. Coach Walt McPherson was happy to get the
victory, but he was not at all pleased with the manner in which his
lads triumphed.
"I’m not satisfied yet." McPherson commented. "with any one
combination and we’ll keep testing the boys until we get a team that
clicks."
GATORS SUBDIVIDI.:1)
Eddie Diaz. whose 18 points subdivided the Gators, was not up to
par in the first half against SFS. Diaz, however, rang up a 15.7 points per-game average last season and will be the Spartans’ chief scoring hope.
Center Mars Branstrom also was not in top tom against
SFS. He netted IS points and took 1s rebound!’ away, but his defense was loose and he tossed at least three passes astray.
Diaz and Hrtuistrom must have superb nights if the Spartans
are to frighten Cal. the PCC champ last year.
STEADYING INFLUENCE
Lefty Gil Egeland, expected to be SJS’ steadying influence. had
13 points in the opener but he, too, was caught with his defensive
drawers down at times.
fila%tle-ced Ned Fitzgerald, perhaps the Isest shooter on the
team, prohatil) will start at forward n ith Egeland. although McPherson may switch the latter to guard and s atilt Arney Lundquist (6-5) into a starting role.
Lundquist is a robust rebounder who got six points against the
Gators in less than four minutes.
Don Rye will team with Diaz at guard.
RIDING ROUGH:MOD
Cal, riding roughshod over SJS. 69-47, last season, depends upon
6-6 Don MtIntosh, 6-1 Earl Robinson and 6-2 Al Buch for its offensive charge.
Robinson. a jumpshooter supreme, is the Bears’ top shooter
sae a possible All -America selection. He does everything well.
McIntosh lacks real speed but packs a Varlet): of good shots.
Bach is the best set artist on the team and maneuvers cleverly
far layupa.
In Cal’s 6,3-49 victory over the
Bear Alumni this week, McIntosh
had 10 points and Robinson 8, with
The Spartans will attempt to blanket Earl Robinson (above),
both seeing limited service.
(’al’s stylish guard. SLIS meets Cal at S p.m. In Berkeley tonight.
George Sterling i 6-41 and Jack
Grout (6-5) are expected to start
BusinEss
at the forward positions for Cal.
jt
mac mint s
96 E son FENIG61011 N.2.150
RENT A TYPEWRITER
SPECIAL S:ULIENT
RATE. 3 MONTHS V I a

THOU SHALL NOT SCORE

a

IlitcCarthy14$

AROTC

HI-WAY MOTEL
60 Units and Apartments
Coffe Shop Restaurant
Heated Swimming Pool
Free TV and Room Phones
2112 S. FIRST STREET

SHANK’S
Drive -In Cleaners

ROTC

MAR( .111(.1(’S

2nd & San Carlos
IN BY 9:00 OUT AT 5:00
at no PO, charge

SPECIAL

Trophies also will be presented to Gymnasium, coach Menendez rethe outstanding boxer, the win- ported yesterday.
Entrants in the 21st annual No.
Menendez also stated that noning tearn, and the winning coach.’
vice Boxing Tournament went
fraternity, manag- vice pugilists should have physical
Theta
Chi
through brisk drills in Spartan Gym
ed by Bob Tafova, captured the examinations completed by weighthis week in preparation for the
team title. in last year’s annual in time.
colorful tourney next Thursday,
meet. Al Walburg was soled
Friday and Saturday.
outstanding boxer in last year’s
The annual meet, under the ’so- I tourney.
pervision of San Jose State boxing:
Weigh -ins for this year’s an
coach Julie Menendez, is open only nual meet will be held next Wedto those who have never competed nesday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m, in
the training room of the Men’s
oi an intercollegiate match,
Finest Pizza in the World
Gold and silver medals will be
I 24 HOUR TOWING SERVICE
at the
awarded to the first and second
COMPLETE AUTO PAINTING
place finishers, respectively, in
GARDENS
PIZZA
Jerry’s Body Shop
each of the 11 weight divisions.
1341 McKEE ROAD
CYpress 7-7297
CY 2-9753
1617 POMONA AVENUE
We cater fop Pforils
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS1
By JOHN L. SALAMIDA

tI9tas

Skiers!
neophyte or pro
you’ll look better
and ski better in the
fabulous all new

S-T-R -E-T-C -H
PANTS
by Molitor!
See the latest creation of the most famous
name in ski:ng! Available in all the new
European Colors and a perfect fit always!

PLUS --

YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR

SKIS
BOOTS
RENTALS

Blizzard
Kaesile
Kneissl
Fisher
V.A.S.
Northland

IN BY 9
OUT AT 5
DRY CLEANERS
SHIRT LAUNDRY

PAS TI LAX. OA IL)

Cope & McPhetres
66 W. SAN ANTONIO

CY 5-2939

Stanford Sport Shop offers complete head to toe roma’
quipment for Men, Women, and Children Skis, Boots,
Clothing, Ski Racks, Poles,

Special Buy!
liENKE "PRO"

on your WAIST
on your HIPS
on your LEGS
Lbs. WEIGHT

GAIN
2

on your CHEST
on your ARMS
on your LEGS
Lbs. WEIGHT

I

SKI BOOTS
3995
Regularly
5? 50,

Sol* price

2078
El CarnIno Real
PALO ALTO

ea

DA 5-6776

(One mile south of
Stanford Stadium)

PERSONAL INSTRUCTION
of

OPEN THURSDAYS
11:30 TO 9:00 P.M.

SAN JOSE HEALTH CLUB

WEEKDAYS
10 A.M. TO 6 P.M.

413 E. SANTA CLARA STREET

CY 7-3251

WE TAKE TRADE-INS

-Skiers Served by

Directly Behind Newberry’s

If these results are not obtained within 60 days.

4
3315

Top lines by HENKE
NORNCA -- MOLITOR Alter
Ski Boots by Novella, Goedrish ard Kickerinos.

Complete Children’s Equip. I

REDUCE
fri/Nts’

All the now 1958 models by HEAD
CORTINA
KASTLE NORTHLAND
COMPENSATO
KNEISSLS.

We carry a full lino of Skis. Boots and Clothing for
Liberal allowance for your old equipment on new
the small fry.
I purchase.

ONE YEAR FREE!
7;

Sweatersof

MAKE STANFORD SPORT SHOP

Gastenier

1-7R S r

as ortmentopuosrkas.

THIS WEEK

Clothing

Skis

arv e 1
A
colorfulm

and gabardine ski pants both imported and
domestic.

BLANKETS . . . .90

S.J. SKIERS

Boots

Pugilists Prep for Tourney

HEnnEoy

Theta Chis
Nursing Committee Lead Greek
Final Stats
’’’’s

Dc Gra ce Staple’ ""rs"g
par
head, will attend a meetDON McINTOSH
, ing of the Western Division CornFinal statistics have been com... Cal forward
mittee on nursing and social work I Piled for the fraternity intramureducation at University of S a nial National and American Lea goes and a close look shows that
Francisco Dec. 10.
campus champs,
The committee is a joint group Theta Chi, the
the hoconsisting of American Assn. of walked away with most of
Social Workers and National Lea- nors.
=111111111011M
Theta Chi’s Darrell Adams led
gue for Nursing.
all passers as he passed for 179
points. with ATO’s Keith Antes
and DU’s Ron Roe tied for second
AND
with 75 taints. In the scoring department. Theta Chi’s Dick ZimGIFT SHOP
Military Equipment
merman came out on top with 51
Accessories
EARRINGS
. $1.00
points, followed closely by KA’s
Pies, bracelets, at kinds
And Luggage
Jim Beadnell with 49 opints.
of costume iewelry In’. National League statistics:
PASSING:
ported MUSIC BOXES
At a New Location
TO PAT Tot.
HUMMEL figurines.
27 17 179
Darrell Adams, TC
73
7
11
our Lay -Away 1146 for
Jim Daneri, Sigma Chi
6
54
8
Fred Kemper. Them Xi
Christmas gibs
223 SOUTH FIRST
21
3
PiKA
3
Lloyd Webb.
2
20
3
12 W. San Antonio, CY 7-3923
Xi
Theta
Bolin,
Chuck
2-7169
CY
19
1
3
Porter Lewis, Phi Sig
II
2
I
Jerry Humpal, Theta Chi
12
0
2
Jim Carter. Sigma Na
SCORING:
51
3
Chi
0
Theta
Dick Zimmerman,
41
5
6
Lee Smart, Sigma Chi
40
6
4
Dick Powell, Theme CSI
37
5
7
CI:i;
Theta
Curt ’Mettler,
37
I
6
John Frederick. Thee Chi
30
5
0
Bob Pace, P;KA
5
0
30
Fred Kinpr, Theta Xi
27
4
3
lob Brooks, Theta Xi
0 74
4
Chuck Bolin, Theta Xi
24
4
0
Darrell Adams. Thee Chi
19
1
3
Ben Prather, PiKA
1
19
Jack Coolidge. Sigma Chi 3
Bogner
Sig
3
0
18
Phi
Den Breitenbucher,
Li Tui
2
3
15
Pete Sanford, Theta X;
2
I
13
Stan Kilstrom, Theta Chi
White Stag
12
2
0
Xi
Ivan Nash, Thte
2
0
12
Mik loespr, .Sigma Chi
Lib
9
3
Chuck lmulti, IAA
1
7
Doug Hope. Phi Sig
7
1
Jack Agrsfi, PIKA
77//0 .57.
6
0
0,c4 Buehler. Phi Sig
Na
6
0
Dos Hibson. Sigma
I
6
0
: Ed Thibon, Theta Chi
0
6
Bud Brasher, Theta Chi
6
Chi
0
Reiker
Jim Geult, Sigma
6
0
Day* Engelcke, Sigma Na
Henke
0
6
Porter Lewis, Phi Sig
SIZOAJD :7; T.
0
6
Art Conn, Theta Xi

Weigh-ins Slated Wednesday

Skiers."

Tire Chains

Water Skis

For almost all cars including small foreign
models.

We deal in Summer Fun
too!

SNOW
REPORTS
Starting sect week

’THE BALL AND l’

Minors Vote Air Force
To Destroy Judoists
Bonus Clause Host SJS
COLORADO SPRINGS, Cola.
-O(TP)-The in 1 o r s today
voted to kill the balms rine and
put Into operation an unrest titled draft.
Both amendments won i overwhelming majorities, but before
they can become baseball law they
must he approved by the Majors
at the joint major-minor convention tomorrow or Saturday.
The bonus rule has been under
fire ever since it was instituted
shortly after the war to help hold
down inflated prices that were
being paid to promising rookies by
the majors. It stated that any
player who received $4000 or more
by a major league club to sign
must be carried on that club’s
roster for two years.
The unrestricted draft plan is
the brain -child of Commissioner
Ford Frick, Invented to help advance minor league players up
the ladder faster to the niajors
and possibly stymie any antitrust gas ernment legislation
that might come tip.
In effect, it calls for the drift log of a player after he has been
in the minors four years, up to the
higher classifications a n d three
and two years in lower classifications.

The Bay Bombers’ only objective will be victory and another acid.
mouthed capacity crowd, including this corner, will be on hand when
Colonel Tittle brings his army onto the lawn.

Few will d, ny that this is the most petrifying NFL season in
decade. A 49er sett/lick. Lord perish the thought, would burn out
iII S.F. champion.ship hopes.

One of the most controversial calls In the 49ers win oser the
Ness York Giants Sunday eras this one. R. C. Owens attempts to
grab pass hut Giant defender Ed Hughes (4/1) gets firm grasp on
Owens’ jersey. No penalty was called.-photo by International.

Aragon Cleared

LUNCH

Automat,c.
Transmissions
A Specialty
al
ARM
AUTO REPAIR
456E
San SAlyador
CY 5 4247
Studen Rates

70c
70c
25c
65c
-- --PLATE

75c
Main Course Changes
Daily

SKI CONDITIONS EXCELLENT

The action followed a ruling of
the Califorriia District Court of
Appeal a little more than a month
ago in reversing Aragon’s conviction on charges of offering to
pay Polish refugee boicer Di c k
Goldstein $500 to "take a dive" in
a scheduled bout at San Antonio,
Tex., Dec. 18, 1956.

By CONRAD MUELLER

According to co-captain Jim
Nystrom, only flve men have returned from last year’s squad,
and it is important that any
good skiers on campus wishing
to compete for the Spartans
contact coach Dave Newman at

S’UAW VALLEY:

4"

HIGHWAY 50:

20" Rocks

DODGE RIDGE:

18" Fresh Stumps

Dr. Jack H. Chinnell

YOSEMITE:

Glaciers Receding

OPTOMETRIST

as well as
your vision
with attowtive glasses
from

231 South Second Street
CYpress 3-2747
Member of SPAR-TEN

Don’t Be Misied!!
Tune in Station

KSJO
every Thursday Evening for authentic
up to-date ski reports, brought to you

by Cope & McPhetres, the Skiers Ski Shop

Monthly
Playing Cards
ONLY . . .

$5.00

WITH ASB CARD
Good Deily Escept Sal., Sun..
and Holidays

COPE &McPHETRES
CYpress 5-2939

HILLVIEW GOLF
COURSE
(ULLY ROAD

SAN

Jr)sE

CLASSIFIEDS
’49 Ford for sale. $150. 67 So. 9th,
Apt. A. CY 7-6395.
--- Late ’33 VW Sun Roof. All extras.
New cond. $1450. 345 No. 6th,
Apt. 2.

1 Man to share 2-bedrm. apt. V.
So. 10th. $25. CY 3-0141.
--Wanted: Scmeone to drive ear t
LA or Bakersfield. Immed, IICY 3-7538.

Northland Skis with safety bindings. $35. Purchased new last season. CY 5-5339.
Mercury, Monterey 4-door.
RH, W W. Must sell, $695, best
offer. 126 S. 9th. CY 4-9633.
32 Chev. Convert. Like new, R.AH
2243 Flicks, AN 9-5241.
_
W INTED
...
- Wanted - Typing of all kinds reasonable rates. 487 N. 2nd. CV
.2-0772.

Garage space wanted for tiVN t
semester In vicinity of Sign,
Kappa on 11th St. CY 7-9980.
----- Wanted: Male
Student. 18-21 to
share modern 3-room apt. ’it
block from college. CY 3-3204
after 6.
WANTED: LOWELL Vol
FOR JUNIOR CLASS PItt.s
- - - ORGANIZATION.: OR INDIVIDUALS INTERESTED IN 9111’s1 CAL ENTERTAINMENT. CALI.
7-78S6.

Open at I P.M.
Pizzo with a "Personulity’
HOUSE OF PIZZA

JIM NYSTROM
. . . Co -Captain
Extension 334, Building 11 Of
Nystrom at CY 4-9649.
In addition to Nystrom, returning lettermen a r e co-captains
Harry Jones, Roy Cleghorn, plus
Rolf coition and Dave Franceschini. New members of the team.
yet to try-out, are Peder Anderson, Bob Kesseiring, Roger Rearich, Warren Brooks. Phil Greeley,
and Tom Huebner.
Next thing on tap will be the
-Nordic Training Clinic at Heavenly Valley, running Dec. 26 through
Jan. 1. Four Spartans will prac’ice jumping and cross-country
skiing, climaxed by a meet on
Jan. I Olympic champion Stein
Erikson will instruct the Spar,
tans throughout the year.

395 Almada* Ave.. CY 741011
Neer the Ci.ic Auditorium

Callaway’s Crystal
Creamery
I

Fountain: Breakfast, Lunch,

7th

Dinner

A E. SANTA CLARA

The birds have it that SJS wiil come out of the meeting with Dr
Roy E. Simpson in excellent shape, athletically. The Citizens Committee, which originated ’the movement for an improved Spartan athletic
set-up, apparently has the support of the alumni and Spar-Ten, many
local businesmen, end more than a few Influential legislators . .
President John T. Wahlquist reportedly has consented to "go along.
with the first three objectives of the Committee’s report.

orial Meet,
Last year the Spartans competed
in five meets, never losing to
USC, UCLA, or Stanford. Spartans didn’t fair so well with Ni’
sada, Cal. and Sierra JC.

IMPROVE YOUR
LOOKS

Grass

Tile Rev, Henry- Armstrong, who,* (Manilal condition isn’t
The
plush, has applied for a promoter.’ license In New ’Fork .
bat...bailing San Francisco Giants will play 21 night games In
eser, cannot accomSeals Stadium next season ... The park, I
modate record -cracking crowds-it seats Just 20,661 ...

HA\ ENLY FOOD
FOR PARTIES
PHONE CV 3-1682

(Si, Feb. 14, the team is ill
Journey to the Reno Ski Bowl to
; compete in tite University of
Nevada -sponsored Winter Carnival. This meet will include all
major mhoola in the West.
1
On March 7, the squad will
!journey to Yosemite for the Stanford sponsored Tressider Memorial
Races, and on March 14, the Spartans travel to the Sugar Bowl ti
compete in the University of California -sponsored Vanderbilt mem-

A need for good snow and gr..;
skiers, is the "word" as far as this
year’s SJS Ski Team is concerned.

2" Ice

FOR RENT
- - - - ------One v ea n e y In apt. for man.
7-1758.
CY
$22.50. 301 So, 5th.
Male students to share large house
with same. Kitchen privileges. $30
mo. 720 S. 3rd. CY 5-8121.
AT’seanclea. Large emplt.
shared male tads. 281 S. 11th. CY
5-9969.
Students -Braid- new deluxe furnished apartment with kitchen
now renting 93 West Reed, Call
CY 2-5449.
3 -bedroom apt., near cob rg-e7,
available Dec. 20. Men only. CY
4-7803
- z_
FOR SALE
- ’47 23-foot home trailer. Excellent
cond. Call (’Y 2-2029.

A Its...

Five Lettermen Set for Ski Duty
Snow and Skiers Still Needed

DONNOR SUMMIT:

66 W. SAN ANTONIO

recommendation of Dist.
William B. McKesson.

DOLLAR SIGNS IN SAND
The man with the unit:1111a concession at SJS-Ilawaii grid games
Must he ready to retire now and write dollar signs in the sand . . .
PCC attendance, surprisingly, is tip 7.5 per cent this season ....hat
became of the bubble -head ,who hanged Milwaukee skipper Fred
and where -are the souls who demanded Terry
Haney-lizz ealgyt.?
Caine out gentlemen, your
Brennan be fired early ihis season"
bath is waitinda....
_
When asked where idlt $111040-the -table money was, S.IS fullback Al (Senator) chapinim ennetered: "It’s still ander there" ...
Em Ttannell, N.V. Giant defunsive back, played In his 113th vonsecutiVe game against the 49ers last week . . .
A WEAK CIRCUS OUTFIT
Hotel rooms are going fast in Rome for the 1960 Olympics . . .
Your order, they tell us, should be airmailed immediately . . . Some
of the L.A. writers still slyly refer to the 49et5 as a "circus outfit
the weakest in the Western Lthision." And where, pray tell, does that
leave the Horns’

Golden Boy Goes Free

QUICK SERVICE

t "acts IWO MullattYs S us n
Jose state wrestling squad aill
host kis area exhibition matches
tonight at 7 in Ow wrestling
room id Spartan Gym.
Fifteen members of the SJS
team along with several teams
from bay area clubs, will compete
in the pre season workout. Pacing
the Spartan entrants are veterans
Russ Camilleri, Ken Spagnola. and
George Uchida,
The Spartan squad opens its
1957 season Saturday Dec. 14 participating in lb e Pacific Assn,
AM.’ Novice Tournament. FiriA
dual meet on the SJS slate is a
1),,e, 17 meeting si ith Californi;i’s
Rears.

S.F. trails the surprising Colts by ONE game. Vivid in the minds
af most 49ers is Baltimore’s eleventh -hour win two weeks ago when
Alan Ameche, often mistaken for a small buffalo, took a flat pass and
ibulled into paydirt for the clinching tally.

In addition to the third egree
black belts, SJS’s squad also
boasts three first degree black
belts, Larry. Stueflotcn, Jack Norton, and Bob McCorkle.

feat lacing

SJ Matmen
Will Stage
Matches

The 49ers and Baltimore will put on a thermonuclear affair at
’Kezar Sunday which might foretell a title for Frankie Albert’s charges.

ACE
LUNCHEON

Egg Omelets

Uppercuts

Led bs co-captains Ben Campbell and Mel Augustine, both
third degree black belts, San
Jose State’s %entity Judo team
travels to Castle Air Force Base
Sunday to compete against all
the Judo clubs from Northern
and Central California.
The Spartans have two tournaments under their belts, having
competed in the Palo Alto Invitational and the SF Promotional,
under coach Yosh Uchida.

Also making the trip Sunday
will be third degree brown belt
Alan Ceriale; second degree
brown belts Stan Svensen, Mike
Kaplan. Jim Baker, Rob Ledford,
Norman Rains. Phil Thompson,
Joe ,Seragosa, a n d Clarence
Soong; and frlst degree brown
belts Larry Smith and Bob
Fisher.

8PARTAN DAILY-3
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By RANDIE E. POE ... Sports Editor

Traveling with the squad will
be Judo and Team physician Dr.
Robett B. Cragin. According to
Svensen, Dr. Cragin has traveled
as far as Los Angeles with the
LOS AM:Ell:S-(1’1’)- Welteam and hasn’t missed a tournaterweight Boxer Art (liolden
.
A. ment yet.
Boy) Aragon’s name Was clearCampbell advanced to the quarCAR WASH
ter finals in last years national ed yesterday of fight fix accus$1.00 WITH COUPON
tournament, and coach Uchida ations with the dismissal of a
RFn P 4. $1 75
feels that he might even go further
bribery Indictment against hint
2 MINUTE CAR WASH
this year.
225 N. MARKET ST.
by Superior Judge Herbert V.
The SJS team will host the
Walker.
AAU Novice Tournament Jan. 11
in Spartan Gym. while on Jan. 26
The judge removed the last
the Spartan judoists will compete stigma against the boxer on the
in the PAAU Junior Tourney at
Oakland.
476 SOUTH TENTH

Ham & Eggs
Bacon & Eggs
Hot Cakes

.1111....=a111.411.011

HOLLYWOOD
STUDIO

DINNERS a la carte
from $1.30
Bayshore at Julian

and Camera Shop
GRADUATION

Whatever
the

PORTRAITS

occasion
Say it
with
lowers

41 North First
CY 2-8960

FLOWER
SHOP
CT 2-0403 -10th & Santa Clara

BAKMAS

BURGER HOt SE
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
Open 6 A.M. to F3QPM.

For Fun and Health

We specialize in
HAMBURGERS and HOMEMADE PIES

Rent a Bike
ughtweighf & Bicycles for 2
PAUL’S CYCLES

All orders over $1.50 delivered free offer 5:30 p.m.

1435 THE ALAMEDA
CYpress 3-9766

CYpress 7-9787

i n 1 11

n d Santa I:lara

STATE MEAT
MARKET
150 E. Santa Clara
CY 2-7726
Bargain Prices
Fresh Meats
Excellent Service

FRANKFURTER
39c Lb.
T-BONE STEAK
Tender . . 72c Lb.
LEG OF LAMB
59c Lb.
Grade or Choice

igidcfpice
SHAMPOO FOR MEN

A/
vi

SHAMPOO
FOR MEN

IN UNBREAKABLE
PLASTIC !,

Formulated for a man’s hair and scalp.
Conditions while it cleans. 1.25

SHULTON

,

trr

.‘,

%ll V

, S. 1067

IFC ’CHALKS UP POINTS’

Spartan Couples Announce Pinnings
PINNINGS
srlIEV-Q1111STCARD
Jim /Utley announced his pinning to Meda Quistgard during
dinner Monday night at the Phi
Sigma Kappa house. Athey is a
senior aeronautical engineering
major from Ukiah, while Miss
Quistgard is a junior education
major from Santa Rosa. A serenade is planned for them at the
Phi Sig Christmas party.
METTLER-ALLISON
A decorated candle revealed the
pinning of Cavite Allison of Sigma I
Kappa to Curt Mettler of Theta
Chi. Miss Allison is a junior education major from Sacramento,
while Mettler is a senior physical
education major from Lodi. A serenade followed the announcement. j

ALRER-IoNt I.
hick Alber of Alpha Phi Omega
announced his pinning to Alma
%nee, Rappa Phi pledge, recently
at an%APhio meeting. Alber is a
senior physical science major from
San Jose Miss Fiunee is a junior
kindergartenptimary major from
Burlingame.
FORDEN-ALLEN
The Delta Gammas were surprised recently to hear of the pinning
of pledge Judy Allen to Tim Forden. Miss Allen is a sophomore education major. Fordon is a junior
civil engineering major at Stanford wher, he is affiliated with
Alpha Sigma Phi. The Alpha Sigs
traveled down to San Jose to serenade Miss .SlIcn after the announcement.

HAY WOOD-ARNOLD
A white candle blown out by
Donna Arnold at the recent Sigma
Kappa pledge d ince announced her
pinning to Chuck Haywood of Sigma Chi. Ilaywood is a senior bushams administration major from
Palo Alto, Mille Miss Arnold is a
junior business secretarial major.
,GERBRANDT-LEGO
Gary L. Gerbrandt annourked
his pinning to Andrea Legg, of Sonora at a recent meeting of Chi
Pi Sigma, police fraternity. Gerbrandt is a senior police major.
BERTOTTI-RiCHTER
Arnold Bertotti, junior police
major: announced at a recent
meeting of Chi 1’i Sigma his pinning to Carol Richter, of Richmond. who is a secretary for Kaiser Corp.

YINME-DeMOULIN
Gerald Fishe, secretary of Chi
Pi Sigma, announced to the members his pinning to Elizabeth DeMoulin, of Palo Alto. A former
SJS student, Miss DeMoulin is
now a legal secretary.
GAST-SWEET
The ingredients of a recipe revealed clues announcing the pinning of Shirley Sweet of Kappa
Kappa Gamma to Bob Gast, Phi
Kappa Sigma at Stanford Univera senior home
sity. Miss Sweet
economics major f rom Belmont.

MORGAN-WI.,WALL
Audree Westfall of Kappa Kappa Gamma is now wearing the
wings of Ensign Kenneth Moran
of Stanton, ’a a ho is serving
with the U.S. Navy in Key West.
Fla. Miss Westfall is a senior art
education major from Key West,

MILLS-PVLE
Delta Sigma Phi brother Dick
Milts announced his pinning to
Sally Pyle Monday night. Mills
told the brothers after dinner,
while Miss Pyle passed a candle
at the Halls of Ivy. Mills is a sophomore public relations major
RARIETT-LEU
Miss Pyle. front
Anne Leo, Kappa Kappa Gam- from Campbell.
is also a sophomore.
ma tpledge, from Portland, Ore., Medford, Ore.,
in dental hygiene.
recently revealed her pinning to She is majoring
Dave Barett, Oregon State graduate, and member of Delta Upsilon. PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

nobody knows the campus like
WC President %%ayne Montgomery and WC Editor John Duna.
show Dean Robert Marthi the award San Jose State College reerived (or placing second In the WC annual report division. The
national 11.1 conference VI a held in Colorado Springs on Nev.
29-30. --photo by Gerrs French.

IFC Takes Second Place
In National Contest
The Inter -Fraternity Council
came home from the National IFC
Conference with a feather in its
bonnet.
San Jose State’s IFC came in
second in Brochure Contest for
colleges having 10 to 19 fraternities on campus. The IFC was
awarded a bronze and wooden
plaque which praises its honor,
verviee and fraternity.
The conference was held in Colorado Springs. Colo., over the
Thanksgiving holidays. with
Wayne Montgomery, IFC pre.’
dent, Bill Bjorge. Theta Xi president, Al Corral, IFC vice presi-1
dent. and Dean Robert Martin.,
dean of students, attending.
I
This is the first time SJS has
entered the contest. It was thel
,nly West Coast school to place,

Pre-Med Society
To Discuss Trip
The Pre-Medical Society will
hold their next meeting Dec. 9 at
7 p.m. in the Student Union. Plans
for a trip to the University of California Medical School will be discussed,
At the society’s last meeting..
Dr Herbert Mann. practicing San
Jose doctor and widely known leeturer on hypnosis, addressed the
group on the advantages of hypnosis in medicine.

See Your Roos Campus Representative:
Bill Young

according to Montgomery.
"A great deal of credit and
thanks goes to John Dunn of Delta Sigma Phi for editing the brochurse we entered and won with,"
Montgomery added.
The plaque probably will be
hung in the Personnel Office, Dean
Martin said.
The awards are presented to the
IFCs showing the greatest service
to the community and campus and
having good social organization.

Bill Moore
Ernie George
Sherry Robinson
Carolyn Kirby
Doug Miller

Graduates, Seniors

Graduates and senior; will no
longer face the problem of trying
to get into required classes. According to Leslie W. Ross, regisBar. beginning with the spring semester, 1958. graduates and seniors will be permitted to register
first. Registration for juniors and
lower classmen will be the same.
Another change in the registration procedure will be the use of
sign-up sheets in the gyms. ’This
means that no class cards will be
issued on registration day. They
will be given to students whose
names appear on the original signup sheets by the instructors at the
first class meetinsss.
John Montgomery. assistant registrae states that this change is
due to the fact that many errors
occurred in departmental handling
of class cards during the registration rush.

new Roos
car coats
always on

RAP**, B.441

the go:

The perfect shoe
for people who
fold their tents
and quietly steal
away. As comfortable
as a jewel thief in
the Casbahl

Wonderful free wheelIng casual coats...

The new DESERT KART for men!
/

perfect on or off
campus! Top, "Post
Toaster", corduroy
trimmed natural

Hand antiqued French Calf
or black llama grain.
414.95

poplin.

10-18. 25.95

Center, real Loden
cloth coat made In
4, Germany for
de
ro, Roos alone!

West

Medium grey or
charcoal. 10-16. 29.95.
Lower, Verel fake fur
’

See your Campus Representative:
L.II Mows
Bill Young
Ernie George
Shrry Robinson
Carolyn ICrby
Doug Minor

ROO, 0.4411
FIRST at SANTA CLARA

dainalms._

trimmed "Cuddle Upper".
Natural with blonde
Verel.

FIRST

af

SANTA CLARA

10-18. 25.95
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ISO Program Fetes
Sponsors Tonight

Contest Announced
By English Dept.

The International Students Organization will present its annual
Sponsor’s Night tonight in the
Student Union.
The members of the organization will present their sponsors
with a program of dancing, singing, and group discussions.
Alfonz Lengyel will present a
demonstration of fencing. Other
entertainment will include Japanese, Greek and Philippine folk
dances, as well as some African
songs.
Refreshments will be provided
by La Sertoma. women’s service
club.

Contributions are 110% being accepted for the annual Phelan Literary Contest, open to all college
students, Dr. Raymond W. Barry,
English Department head, announced today.
The $350 in cash prizes will be
allocated between six divisions of
-------

creative writing, Dr. Barry said.
First prize of 630 will be awarded in free verse, lyric poetry, sonnet, short story, play and essay.
Second, third and fourth prizes of
$15, $10 and $5 respectively also
will be awarded.
In order to be eligible, a student
must not be more than 30 years
of age and must be registered as a
regular student at SJS.
Deadline for entries is Artil 7. !
More information about contest !
A blind %eteran who graduated rules is available in the English
from SJS in 1951 has founded a Department Office in H26.
pilot school for the rehabilitation
of the blind in the city of Baguio
in the Philippine Islands,
Aurelio J. Laigo lost his eyesight
fighting Japs on Ilittaan in 1942
After the war he went through
Representatives of the following
SJS on the GI Bill and continued organizations will be on campus to
his studies in Chicago at a special Interview graduating seniors next
training school for blind veterans. week. Interested students should
The pilot school extends assis- contact the Placement Office, Rm.
tance to blind individuals who 235 in the Administration Buildhave learned how to walk with a ing. for appointments.
stick. Students there are taught
Sylvania Elktric Products, Inc.,
vocational trades enabling them
Tuesday, 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m..
to earn a living.
wants students interested in’ research, design or development of
electonric equipment.

SJS Grad Founds
Pilot Blind School

lacement Cone

H.E. Class Displays
Natural Fibers

FROM

Lancaster School District, Lancaster, Calif., kindergarten through
eighth grade.

RAY K. FARRIS, C.L.U.

Martinez Public Schools, Martinez, Calif., first through third
grades.
Mosquito School District, Pla-

il

tell about
Liberia.

ahristmas,

1956,

SPARTAN DAILY-7

SJS To Sponsor Music Clinic
An instrumental
clinic
"Spotlight on Percussion," will be
held on campus Saturday from
910 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., Dr. Hartley 1D, Snyder. head of the Music!
Department announced today.

other topics of special interest to
them
The clinic is being sponsored by
KIS. the Bay Area section -of the
california Music Education Assn
and Currlin’s Musk Center in San
Teachers, supervisors and ,$u- Jose
Arrangements are in chargo at
dents of percussion instruments .
at’, invited to attend the clinic in s Thomas F:agati and Dr. Forrest
1 of the music faculty
th, Mu* Building where th
a ill hear members of the con,
music faculty discuss proper
Ian s adjustment and care.
thms of Latin American ml
soureell of teaching material

Patronize Your
Advertisers

Nurses Dance
"Wintermist" is the theme of
the student nurses dance to be
held Friday from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m
in the Santa Clara County Hospital Nurses’ Hall.
Student body members are invited to attend; admission is 35
cents stag and 50 cents per
couple.

"17

For that special girl .
a gift shell treasure a lifetime

PINS
WATCHES
COMPACTS

in

RINGS
BRACELETS
EARRINGS
Buy now . . . pay later

The dinner will be held in the
Parish Hall of the Trinity Episcopal Church, 2nd and St. James
streets. The price is $2.50.

ft om

MISSION
JEWELRY
250 SOUTH FIRST

b Dalbeck
Where do you get the extra $100,000?

Some critics of business still maintain that
profits are too high.
"I wonder if they have any idea of how much
more it costs to do business today than it used
to? Union Oil is a fairly typical example.

MEETINGS

College Religious Council, meeting, Sunday, 8 a.m., Student "Y."
All delegates requested to be present.

Making big plans for the
years ahead? Then it’s a
good idea to remember that
basic financial security
should be part and parcel of
thew plans.
There’s no better time than
right nowwhile you’re still
young and ran take advantage. of lower premium rates
to set up your lifetime
security program through
life insurance. New York
Life’s new Whole Life policy
gives your present (or future) dependents a minimum
of $10,000 protection. It
builds high cash values
steadily. It ran provide you
with a monthly income
when you retire. Yet the
premiums are in line with
modest budgets. Why not get
the facts and think it over?

writ ...phon ...or

Hillel, meeting Monday, 8 p.m.
Student "Y."
Industrial Relations Club, dismission, Tuesday, 7 p.m., Pee, Wee’s Barbesque, 1281 Grant St..
Santa Clara. Team of negotiators
from Northern California Assn. of
Employers will discuss ways to
avoid labor problems.
International Students Organisation, Sponsor’s D a y, tonight.
7:30, Student Union. Gathering to
honor sponsors of foreign students.
, There will be dances from foreign
countries and refreshments. Admission by invitation.
Phi Upsilon PI, meeting, today.
10:30 a.m., Room S26.
Pre-Medical Society, talk on
problems students face before,
! during and after medical school,
Monday, 7 p.m., Student Union.

visit

RAY K. FARRIS, C.L.U.

Presbyterian student Fellowship, get-together for refreshments
and dancing, tonight, 8, Student
Christian Center.

AGENT

New York Life

Presbyterian Student Fellowship, dinner followed by speaker,
Father John Baldwin, OHO.’ Sunday. 6 p.m., Student Christian
Center,

Insurance Company
BANK OF AMERICA BUILDING
San Jose
CYpress 34550

Student Christian Council, meetinc.. today. 12:30 p m., Studan "Y."

HELL
\’ ,
THE GASOLINE WITH TCP
Finest Automotive Maintenance
Excellent Lubrication
Fast, Courteous Service
Convenient

If you’re late for

class,

we’ll pork

your

car for

you

STATE SHELL SERVICE
AIL

Profs To Speak
At Faculty Dinner

All men students vihn attended San Jose State lam semester
may obtain application forms In
the Student Affairs Rimini,’, Office. All applications must he
turned in to organisation’s Bo%
T in the student l’Mon to December ’91.

In17

Christian Scleifee Organization,
lecturer, John D. Pickett, CS, of
Chicago, Illinois, Tuesday, 8 p.m.,
College Chapel.

SECURITY
PROGRAM!

98

Mayor Doerr, who will be introduced by Pres. John T. Wahlquist,
was vice president of the student
body, president of the Junior Class,
member of Tau Delta and a soccer
jetterman while at US.

be
au arded hs Tau Delta Phi, men’s
tionorar fraternit%, to .1 inale
student %%ho raise hi’, grade
point as erage more than any
Other applicant.

Friday. Dece!rlier

Canterbury Club, guest speaker,
Father John Baldwin, OHC, Sunday, 7 p.m., Student Christian Center.

How to plan
a post-graduate

SPECIAL

"Germany -Past, Pi u,ent a n d
Future" will be the subject of
Mayor Robert Doerr’s speech at
11:30 a.m. today in Mona Dailey
Auditorium.
The mayor, a SJS graduate, has
visited Germany three times, in
1936, after World War II, and recently as a representative to the
German Council of Mayors.

De. Dorothy Kaucher, professor
cerville, Calif., first through third of spekh, and Dr. Ruth Tiedeman,
grades.
professor of psychology, will he
San Mateo Union High School featured speakers at the Women’s
District, math and English.
Faculty Club Christmas dinner, at
Menlo School and College, Men- 6 p.m.
lo Park, Calif., almost all secondDr. Kaucher will tell a Christary fields.
mas story, and Dr. Tiedeman will

Mt. Diablo Unified School District, Concord, Calif., first, sixth,
seventh and eighth grades.
Ravenswood Elementary School
District, East Palo Alto, first
Victor Valley Union High School grade.
"Natural FibCrs Help Clothe District, Thursday, 1:30 to 4:30
Us" is the title of the display fea- p.m., art instructor.
tured this week in the showcase
Alameda County Probation Deon the second floor of the home partment, Thursday, 1:20 to 4:20
economics buildi9g. Cotton, silk p.m., needs candidates for deputy
and wool are represented by car- probation officer and group countoon figures designed by Sarah selor for juvenile hall.
Fairley, senior home economics
Mid -year openings for January
major.
teaching graduates are available at
The display is the fifth in a serthe following schools. Interested
ies ’presented by the Teaching
students should call at the PlaceHome Economics class. The theme
ment Office for applications and
of the display is developed for the
further information.
seventh grade clothing level.
Jefferson Union School District,
6666/MSZTEMSZT Santa Clara, first, third, *fifth and
sixth grades.

MEMO

S.J. Mayor Doerr
Scholarship
Talks Here Today $25
A 525 scholarship tt i I I

SOUTH FOURTH
Across horn Student Union

CV

5-89118

"In 1927, the company bought an 80,000 barrel storage tank for $25,000. Under Federal
Income Tax laws, we were permitted to recover our investment over 30 years, the life of
the tank.
"By 1957, when it’s time to replace the tank,
the company has set aside $25,000. But what
has happened? Due mainly to inflation, higher
wages and material costs, the tank now costs
$125,000.
"Where do you get the extra $100,000? Union
Oil gets it out of profits, and by increasing indebtedness from time to time. Out of profit?
The fact is, we have to sell $1,250,000 worth
of products to clear the $100,000.
"Put another way, the company’s entire profit
for one day, the total earnings that day on
$400,000,000 invested by share owners, and
the efforts of over A,000 peopleall went to

Him

1111

’T PROTIV4, YOU AND I 1501 I.DN’T II %YE A 30/I.1

replace one 80,000 barrel tank, of which we
now have over 150.
"Without profits, Union Oil couldn’t afford
to replace that tank. And without the new

tanks and other equipment we have to replace
to stay in business, there’d be no jobs for any
of us!"
Bob Dalbeck is something of an authority on
profits. He is an Assistant Comptroller for the
company.
He estimates that only about 19 minutes in
the average company’s 8-hour working day go
to earn a profit. The rest is spent paying off
the cost of doing business.
And less than half of those 19 minutes result
in dividends to glare holders. The other 91i
minutes are reinvested in the business to keep
it up to date and competitive.
YOUR COUSELNIS ARE INVITED. WOW The Chairman
of the Board, Union Oil Co., 0141.41 Oil Bldg.’, Lou
Angeles 17, Cog.

Union Oil Company

OF CALIFORNIA

MANUFACTURERS OF ROYAL TRITON, THE AMALLIKi PURPLE MAUR OIL

’TARTAN

Friday, neeember 8, 14r

DAILY

’In All Winterland No On e
Dresses In Such Apparel

Fencing Champ
Gives Lesson

No one in all winterland dresses besides

the stripe and print pat.

terns
RKAND NEW PAICKAS

Li Tot parkas. made by 11.A.
clothing underneath, around and Ravera Co., San Francisco,
I biund new this winter. Original
on top of each other.
On the clothing list will be ladies styles, designed by Miss
Margaret Leg, include the Quickie,
hats oi muffs, pal kas,
undershirts, socks. bouts, gloves ui
mittens and unmentionables.
Top-selling item so far this sea at Cope and McPhetres, t;*;
W. San Antonio. has been the Bog ner stretch pants Jerry Price. cmployee, stated..These trousers. foi
men and women, come M 36 colors,

son

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR

$1.00
525 E. Santa Clara

Levine, fencing rrumager.
Piller, a It. colonel in the Hungarian Royal Army between 197733, vsas a professor of the Hungarian Royal Academy of Sport
and Fencing Teachers. Ile was al-

Piller has
championships
I1 saber.

have a WORLD of FUN!

won inntimerabk
in

both

foil

and

Whit

Stag sweaters, made in
are moderately priced
:rom 512-17. Edelweiss. Austrian
torted ski sweaters, are in the
.6-30 price range Meggi sweat. :as
imts)rted, cost between

the U.s..

Unbelievable Low

SAHARA
OIL CO.

Bungalow Fountain
Flu Feed

Iteeseaable

Prices

Corner 9th & WiIlIanit

Eurove
$585

43-65 am

$998

su ot,t.
se001---

MOT,

trf/T
Also low cost ’,fps io
$149 yd. SOW+ Aroorgra $69919.
Hawaii Study Toys 1491 up eoil
Around 11. World $1399 00
Ask Toot *los& As,o4r

nth 1 Ts&
II

Vlif

Cost

D.14

60

Regular 30.9
Ethel 33.9
SECOND & WILLIAMS

Eil;nnr
Lunch
IrIfst
Daily 6 30 - 7 00
Sun. 7 00 - 2 00

YOUR 1
ADVERTISERS
1
-

SITA

Pavel with

[PATRONIZE

d si

tJAD TOWARD NVI.ON
1 toward wearrhere is a t:
nylon guiltcd parkas, which
light -weight, rain and windPrice
-sistant, but also
d. Wearing long Norwegian
-wks with knickers is coming hack
into style.
.11 111Pfl hand -made ski hoot,
I.astelner, has a gimmick In the
in n,
ts hick cuts lacing time
I. a third.
boots are made
iii Rad tiastvitt, Austria, %%here
the uorld championship FIS ski
c.mpetition u ill he held in February.

Ed Eby, Florist

p.m.,

p.m.

so Ilungarian Olympic fencing
team coach from 1950 to 1956.

Harlequin and Willie.
Aserage price for popular ski
pants is $20 and from $10-30 for
parkas,
eomented. Other
pants and parka makers are
White Stag,
Sun Valley

Student "Y’s" annual Yuletid,
of homes decorated for the
Christmas axon will be held Sunaccording to
day from 2 to 8
the Re’, Jarnes Mathis, director
of the

tour

George Puller, tenting coach at
the University of California and
rworld-wide fencing champion will
give a master lesson in fencing today from 2:30 to 4:30
in the
Women’s Gym, according to Carole

is such apparel! Skiers, the most
numerous of winter sportsmen,
s.,ezr from 10 to 18 pieces of

LETS GO TO CHURCH
ON SUNDAY

Yuletide Tour Planned

"I"’ ’""

’’’’’

373 Gatoy St., SF.
EX 2.7370

SKI. RENTALS

warm,

EPISCOPAL
II North 2nd
SeTiCal 99 Trinity
;...
W. 8
8 00 A.M. Holy Communion
930 and 1100 A.M.
Worship Services

rh..

Student Fellowship
Congregation -Disciples

CANTERBURY ASSOCIATION
,
She:lent Christian Center
92 Smith Fifth Street
Hours: 9 A.M. to 10 P.M.
Advisor on Campus
Mrs, Roy E. Butcher
SUNDAY PROGRAM. DEC. 8
7,00 PM. 92 S. 5th Street. Father
John Baldwin, 0.H.C., will be the
guest spakisr for Canterbury
Meeting.

’eleeeTAPV:03104,00:01eirgoVeWeVe’reTVeWeLieTieleVeTiole’VeTVe9710%;

Wesley Foundation
.

i renter in San

Jose
CY 2-3107

TOMORROW
7:30 P.M. Hayrid

7:00

H.^’Y

P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.

Garner, S.T.I

*;

SUNDAY

Coffee Fellowship, Wesley Hall
Wesley Choir
Snack
"The Art of Human
R.:10 playing of inter -personal
problems.

s
Z’s

z,s:
,
netations. .,

supper. 33e

e!:ViA,A41,14,,,,,,,,,,iiiiii/040:44,64,,,,,:

FIRST BAPTIST CIIITICH
2nd AND SAN ANTONIO

TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS

z:

leave from 24 N. 5th. 81 person Z..
s‘

THIS
12:15
5:00
6:00

SUNDAY SERVICES
11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
7:30 EVENING SERVICE

standing

1.4.%ern

Award Film Showing
Here Free Tonight

TtL. movie, which inaugurated
trend of importing outstand:.:
Japanese pictures, won an Aclid
my Award as best foreign hi:’
plus top honors from the Venic.
Film Festival and National Board
.,f Review.

90 SOUTH FIFTH STREET

The Methodist .--

Getting ready f,r a long skiing siaiion are Wall)
loft,
and Pat Cabral, right, dressed In Esielueiss %%seaters. He wears
White Stag trousers while she wears Bogner itrotrhiem.
them are the lien Northland metalic skis.
photo by Mary Goetz

The triple award -winning 1951
Japanese film. "Rashomon," will be
shown free of charge Monday at
7:30 p.m. in the College Thedt.

SNACK SUPPER
WORSHIP
STUDY
FELLOWSHIP
Sunday Evening 6:30 P U.

24 NORTH FIFTH STREET

ON TO THE SLOPES!

The picture was widely acclaimphotograph
-d for its out
7’
combined simplicity and
.itivity with a delicate bt.atit
"Plashomon" is part of the
sual Movie Series," currently tw:rig presented under direction ot
Or. Hugh Gillis of the Speech and
Drama Department.

s’

LETS GO TO CHURCH
ON SUNDAY

SJSC STUDENTS
Ron Wheeler
and
Stu Dixon
INVITE YOU TO

Dr. Clarence Sands Minister

"A Cordial Invt:nn f.nr Eiery_Sunday"

SKI

TRI-C
"A Group with YOU

in

mind"

EVERY SUNDAY
9:30 A.M. Lelde,..i.4p Seminar
Fall Quarter:
TH E

Are

Our

MEL COTTON’S

Interests

HUSTON HOBBY SHOP
293 S

for her ... something just a little bit different . .. a
little more thoughtful. Here are just a few of our sugall elegant, definitely glamorOus, sure to
ge:..tions .
light up your favorite feminine heart as bright as the
Christmas tree . . . at Leone Van Arsdales, in the
modern Cambrian Park Plaza.

Toboggans
Ski Racks
Tire Chains

FIRST ST

568 W. SANTA CLARA
CY 4-1383
4

MAPLES COFFEE SHOP
17 E. SANTA CLARA STREET

from 30c
75c
95c and up

Club Breakfast’
Complete Luncheon
Dinners
Open

24 hours a day 7 days a week

BANQUET ROOM AVAILABLE

ticklers!

CAMPUS_
--7i#
WHAT WITHOUT
AREA
.
LUCIly SMoKERS

ANY NORMAL Dolma be full of Lucky
smokers! You can count ’em by carloads
on any campus
and no wonder! A
Lucky, you see, is a light smokethe
right smoke for everyone. It’s made of
nothing but naturally light tobacco...
golden rich, wonderfully good -tasting
tobacco that’s toasted to taste even better. Find a set of dorms without Lucky
smokers, and you’ve stumbled on a
mighty Odd Quad! Don’t you miss out
light up a Lucky. You’ll say a light
smoke’s the right smoke for you!

BOREAL RIDGE

World Itel;.3ons

P.1.11( WILDING

Interests

Spartan

Poles
Parkas

2nd and SAN ANTONIO

At

BETHEL CHURCH
0

"ASSEMBLY OF GOD"
224 MERIDIAN ROAD

A CHURCH WITH YOUTH IN MIND
SERVICES:
SUNDAY SCHOOL
WORSHIP SERVICE
YOUTH MEETING
EVANGELISTIC S!-PVICF.

9:30
10:45
6:00
7:30

THOMAS G. SUTTON

STUDENTS! MAKE $25

A.M.
A.M.
P.M.,
P.M.

Do you like to shirk work? Here’s some envy
moneystart Stickling! We’ll pay $25 for every
Stickler we printand for hundreds more that
never get used. St kitten+ are simple riddhs with
two-word rhyming answers. Roth words must
havetheanme number of sylla
(Don’t do drawings. Send your
Sticklers with your name,address,
college and 1.41/04 10 Ha1u1sy-JoeLucPy,lioz67A,Mt .Vornon.N.Y.

Pastor

CYpress 4-2873

-Looking for a friendly Church in San Jose?"

WHAT IS A GATHEISING
01 PHI WISP

COLLEGE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Church of Christ

C

SUNDAY SERVICES

co,

School Hoar is taught by Dterid Elliott,
Collage repo class at 945
instructor in Speech Department at SJSC.

Subject: "Denominational
81’

I

"
c4

Nursvy P-ded
..e.oCre

-oCe-

HOARDS SALTINES*

2 7443

December 8

s’i-r

CALL

,t

GALLAGHER

M:n’ster

CY 3-6458

stomas runts
AS JOH JR

OIRMIPIINGTOR

O4
.

HAROID E

Smarts Pa.’
viRRI RAN """"""" ECM

for reservations
cr information

Derivations"

F

DURING CHRISTMAS
VACATION

LIGHT UP A

light

111111111111111111.1

WHAT 15 A MAN WHO

Christian ...:hurch

790 SOUTH 12th STREET

IOW
ST 1111(I

Cracker Stoehr,

LUCKY
STRIKE
CIGARETTES

C011

SMOKE LIGHT UP A LUCKY!
Pim! t

SCAnetti-a

...Myr

"24cire 1’5 out middle name"

